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The goal of Pathcheck is to create a decentralized privacy preserving system? Furthermore, one 

that is integrated in the illustrated workflow below 

 

Challenges 

Reminder of four open source documents on various challenges to be found in EN 

implementation  

Main four challenges of testing: 

Privacy 

Testing Efficacy 

How do you figure out if the same users are tested over time? Are we reaching the masses? 

Infectiveness is found in the grey zone (after a few days of infection) 
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Conclusions : Low cost rapid test is good enough and positive enough during the worst part of 

infection 

 

Admittedly, there are ethical questions on rapid testing 

Main Conclusions: 

Tests are being used in wrong time windows. Wrong types of tests being used(PCR vs Antien), 

Users do not understand meaning of results 

Comment 

General concern on how to describe these findings to public officials  

Workflow and Logistics 

Misunderstanding/Miscommunication 

Six Consequences  

Disease Spread, Individual Behavior, Societal Impact, Economic, Security, Tech Rollout 

Illustration shows how any of these problems causes the entire testing process to collapse in 

ability (like Jenga) 
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Note on concept of behavior nudges (look at COVI webinar notes and previous week’s webinar 

for more information) 

Illustration shows example prompts from user or commands to be recommended to follow 

 

Interaction with campuses and private organizations 

Vaccines and Apps 

Smartphone based solutions can increase speed to vaccinate everyone; improve vaccine 

efficacy/safety and ensure inclusiveness so underprivileged are not last ones to get vaccinated or 

be subjected to unsafe/ineffective vaccines 

Notes how vaccine distribution is a baton passing system . Illustration shown below: 
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Many challenges occur in first stage - when supply is less. Need to find priority populations. Just 

saying health care workers is ineffective because they’re very wide spread. 

 

So illustration above shows a very top down solution. In what ways can EN be used in this 

process. 

Summary of Vaccine Challenges 
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Ex. Incorrect Messaging 

Storage 

Q&A 

Concern about rural vs urban notification 

Half of the population in a certain state is resistant to get results from testing. People are either 

very tech savvy or “tech resistant”. Very few are undecided. 

Call centers are more effective for certain states 

No confirmation from any states on increased integration of EN apps with testing. Some 

investigation being done how tools can be augmented in the future. 


